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• A bat and a ball cost you $22 as a total. A bat 

costs $20 more than a ball. How much is the 

price of a ball?

• If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 t-

shirts, how long would it take 100 machines to 

make 100 t-shirts?

• In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every 

day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 

days for the patch to cover the entire lake, 

how long would it take for the patch to cover 

half of the lake?

Heuristic Judgment

Availability

Anchoring and Adjustment

Representativeness

Heuristics

Tversky and Kahneman (1974) proposed three 
major heuristics people use in making judgments & 
decisions

(Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases, Science, Vol. 185, 

No.4157, pp.1124-1131)

• Representativeness

• Availability 

• Anchoring & adjustment 

Kahneman and Tversky

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2002/kahneman-autobio.html

http://www.dangoldstein.com/dsn/archives/2005/07/amos_tversky_1.html

"Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases," Science,1974.
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Heuristics

• People rely on a limited number of heuristic 
principles which reduce the complex tasks of 
assessing probabilities and predicting values to 
simpler judgmental operations.

Heuristic reasoning strategies .... 

– .... are often fast and effective, 

– .... place low demands on cognitive resources.

– .... but they can lead to severe and systematic errors

Availability Heuristics

• People assess the frequency of a class or the 
probability of an event by the ease with which 
instances or occurrences can be brought to mind.

e.g. What is the risk of cancer among middle-aged 
people?

<= recalling from family members, relatives, close 
friends…

Availability Heuristics

• If certain cases can be easily retrieved from 

memory, then we assume that they are more 

frequent.

• If it’s more difficult to retrieve examples of 

something from memory, we assume that 

they are rare. 

• Instances with high probabilities, high 

frequencies are usually recalled faster/better.

But also affected by…

1. Retrievability of Instances

2. Effectiveness of a search set

3. Imaginability

4. Illusory correlation

Availability

• Unusual or special examples 

– Tend to be more noticeable

– Be more likely to be stored in memory

– Be more “available”

⇒Plane crashes

⇒Terrorist attacks

⇒Swine flu

Use of Availability

• Advertising: the goal is to make your product 

more available

• Repeated exposure makes something more 

available, because many examples have been 

stored in memory
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1. Retrievability of Instances

• Familiarity

• Salience

Experiment:

• In this experiment, you will be shown a list of names. You should attend to each name as it appears on the screen in preparation for a later memory test

Tim Kirkland Hillary Clinton
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Eric Reilly James Conklin

Julia Roberts Darryl King

Shaun Barber Janet Jackson
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Eleanor Roosevelt Troy McGee

Mark Peterson Barbara Walters

Mark Wright Oprah Winfrey
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John Gonzales Pamela Anderson

Randy Jensen Dave Winslow

Barry Walton Evan Stephenson
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Meg Ryan Jodie Foster

Larry Simmons Doug Courson

Rosie O’Donnell
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Question:

Does the list contain more names of men than 

of women?

(15 male, 10 female)

Examples

• Which is a more likely cause of death in the 
United States: being killed by falling airplane parts 
or being killed by a shark? 

– In the United States, the chance of dying from falling 
airplane parts is 30 times greater than dying from a 
shark attack. 

– Because shark attacks receive more publicity, 
information about shark attacks is more readily 
available.

Which claims more lives in the United States: 

lightning or tornadoes?

– More Americans are killed annually by lightning 

than by tornadoes.

– Because tornadoes receive more publicity than 

occasional lightning strikes, the most common 

answer is tornadoes. 

Which disease are the higher causes of death in 

Turkey?

Cancer   vs.  Accidents

Heart Disease vs. Diabetes

[Cancer 21.1%, Accidents 4.1%]

[Heart Disease 37.9%, Endocrine and Metabolic 

diseases including Diabetes, 6.0%]

Availability about causes of death estimates is 

determined by media coverage. Tend to 

overestimate the probability of rare events.

⇒Shark attacks are more on TV than hit by 

lightning.

⇒Hear news on death from traffic accidents, 

but not from cancer.

Risk and Insurance

Natural Disaster and Insurance Purchase 

(Howard Kunreuther)

• Large flood -> flood insurance

• Large earthquake -> earthquake insurance,  

protective actions
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• Protective actions are designed to be 
adequate to the worst disaster actually 
experienced (individuals/government)

⇒Fukushima nuclear disaster 
Tsunami hit the power plant was “bigger” than it was 
assumed when the design of the power plant was made.

=> Difficult to take preventive cares (tests for 
disease, stop smoking …) before actually “bad 
effect” is experienced.

2. Effectiveness of a search set

• We often form mental “search sets” to 

estimate how frequent are members of some 

class; the effectiveness of the search might 

not relate directly to the class frequency

– Which are more prevalent?: Words that start with 

r or words where r is the 3rd letter?

Example: Military

• The effectiveness of our search set has a big impact on 
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. When observing 
IED strikes and ambushes along routes, we typically 
search those routes repeatedly for high value targets, 
yet our operations rarely find them. Our search set is 
mentally constrained to the map of strikes we observe 
on the charts in our operation centers. We should look 
for our adversaries in areas where there are no IEDs or 
ambushes. They may be more likely to hide there.

• (Source: “Heuristics and Biases in Military Decision 
Making” Major Blair S. Williams, U.S. Army)

3. Imaginability

• Sometimes one has to evaluate the probabilities of the 
events whose instances are not stored in memory but 
can be generated according to a given rule.

• When confronted with a situation without any 
available memory, we use our imagination to make a 
subjective premonition.

• How easy it is to construct contingent cases 

determines the frequencies of the event.

Example: Expedition

• Evaluation of risk involved in an expedition 
(climbing Himalaya, heading to north pole, deep 
sea excavation etc.)

• Risk is evaluated by imagining contingencies.

– If the difficulties are vividly portrayed, it seems to be 
extremely dangerous.

– If the difficulties are either difficult to conceive or 
don’t come to mind, the risk is likely to be 
underestimated.

4. Illusory Correlation

• Judgment of the frequency with which two 

events co-occur.

• The phenomenon of perceiving a relationship 

between variables even when no such 

relationship exists. 
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Examples…
• A worker is treated poorly by a person of a specific 

ethnicity. The worker then chooses to never work for a 
person of that ethnicity again, relating the person's 
behavior to his ethnicity.

• A woman is interviewing for jobs. She believes she gets 
a better response from potential employers when she 
wears a specific pair of earrings, so she wears those 
earrings to every interview. 

• A student does well on a test when he uses his blue 
pencil. For all future tests he uses only his blue pencil. 

Problem with “Causation”
• Statistic/Econometric analysis do not prove any 

“causation”.

e.g. Cause – Effect ?

A: The number of hours a kid play “violent” video 

games.

B: Crime committed by a kid.

A B

e.g. Cause – Effect ?

A: The number of hours a kid play “violent” 

video games.

B: Crime committed by a kid.

C

A

B

Anchoring and Adjustment

• People make estimates by starting from an 

initial value that is adjusted to yield the final 

answer.

• The initial value (=starting point) may be 

suggested by the formulation of the problem 

(sometimes not at all related to the main 

problem.)

Types of “Anchoring and Adjustment”

1. Insufficient Adjustment

2. Biases in the evaluation of conjunctive and 

disjunctive events

3. Anchoring in the assessment of subjective 

probability distributions

1. Insufficient Adjustment

• A cognitive process whereby decision makers 

first focus on the anchor and then make a 

series of dynamic adjustments toward their 

final estimate. 

• Because these adjustments are insufficient, 

the final answer is biased toward the anchor.
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Classic Example Anchoring and 

Adjustment

Ask 50% of the class to close their eyes.

In a moment we will switch the group 

that has their eyes open.  

Condition 1: Anchoring and 

Adjustment Experiment

• Is the total number of African nations in the UN

greater or less than 12 nations?  Write down “yes” or 

“no.”

• Now write down your best guess as to the total

number of African nations in the UN.

Switch Roles

• If you previously had your eyes open, close 

them now.

• If you previously had your eyes closed, open 

them now.  

Condition 2: Anchoring and 

Adjustment Experiment

• Is the total number of African nations in the UN

greater or less than 82 nations?  Write down “yes” or 

“no.”

• Now write down your best guess as to the total

number of African nations in the UN.

Initially Consider Initially Consider
12 Nations 82 Nations

Final Estimate < Final Estimate

Final estimate is biased towards the "anchor" 
(the number in the first question)

53 African nations in the UN in 2008.

Anchoring & Adjustment Heuristic

Step 1:  Consider an initial estimate of the quantity 
you are trying to judge.  (People often know that this initial estimate 
isn't perfectly accurate.)

Step 2:  Adjust the initial estimate in the direction 
that corrects for assumed sources of error.

=> Insufficient Adjustment

• Result:  Final judgment is overly influenced by the 
anchor,

i.e., the initial anchor biases the final 
estimate.  
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• Housing price example

Suggested price of this house is 

1,000,000 TL. How much are you 

willing to pay?

Suggested price of this house is 

500,000 TL. How much are you willing 

to pay?

• The same house will appear more valuable if 

its listing price is high than if it is low.

Example: Environmental Evaluation Study

Q1: Would you be willing to pay $5 to save 

50,000 offshore pacific coast seabirds from 

small offshore oil spills?

Q2: How much are you willing to pay to save 

50,000 offshore pacific coast seabirds from 

small offshore oil spills?

Estimate of mean WTP from Q1: $20.

Estimate of mean WTP from Q2: $64.
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• Actual price of a house: $74,900

Anchors: List Price

Low-$65900 (-12%)

Moderately Low - $71900 (-4%)

Moderately High - $77900 (+4%)

High-$83900 (+12%)

Amateur vs. Experts

(Undergraduate students vs. Real Estate Agents)

Amateur Responses

Actual price of a house: $74,900

Experts Responses 

Actual price of a house: $74,900

Study 1: Multiple-unit pricing

The quantity listed in multiple-unit pricing (4/$2.00) 

provides an anchor, 4.
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Study 2: Quantity Limits

Quantity limit itself serves as an anchor. The larger the 

limit is (12 vs. 4), the larger the increase in the amount of 

purchase.

Example: Impacts of absurd anchors

• Example:  Suppose a biased or unreliable news source 
tells you that something extreme will happen, e.g, next 
year 50% of retail banks will fail.

– You don’t trust this news source, so you adjust the 
estimate from 50% to something you think is more 
realistic, but your adjustment will typically be too small.

• Example:  People anchor on their own opinions and 
values and then adjust to take into account other 
people’s differences (anchoring on ourselves).  

• Consequence:  We tend to expect others to be more 
like ourselves than they are.  

More examples..

• Gandhi example

1st group:

• Gandhi was more than 144 years old when he 
died. Correct or not. If not, how old was he?

2nd group:

• Gandhi was 35 years old when he died. 
Correct or not. If not, how old was he?
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• Whatever information is available, even if the 

quantity of the information is slight, its quality 

is poor, and it is completely unrealistic, absurd 

or even a lie,  your judgment is affected.

• Our thoughts and our behavior are influenced, 

much more than we know or want, by the 

environment of the moment. 

• People adjust less when their mental 

resources are depleted, either because their 

memory is loaded with digits or because they 

are slightly drunk.


